
HOUSE No. 27.

House of Representatives, January 24, 1877.

Report Of The Committee on Elections.5, to whom was referred the
petition of S. S. McGibbons and others, asking for a recount of
the votes for Representative in the Eleventh Essex District,
being the district now represented by Edwin Walden of
Lynn, having considered the same, submit the following

The. grounds upon which the petitioners asked for a recount
were that the petitioners had " reason to believe that through
mistake in counting the votes for representative in said
district, on the seventh day of November last, Edwin Walden
was erroneously declared elected in place of Harris O. Chad-
well, whom they believe to have been legally elected.” The
question thus presented to the Committee was, simply,
whether there was a " mistake in counting the votes for rep-
resentative ”; and upon this question the parties and their
evidence were fully heard.

The Eleventh District consists of Ward Six, in Lynn, and
elects one representative. The official return of the votes
for representative was admitted to be as follows :

Edwin Walden,
.......547

Harris O. Chadwell, ......546
Scattering, 18

dommontoealtl) of iTlasoacljuoctts.
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One of the scattering votes was for Edwin Waldron, and
upon the evidence before them the Committee do not doubt
that that vote should be counted for the sitting member, this
giving him upon the returns a plurality of two votes over the
contestant.

The petitioners, to establish their case, relied upon the
following facts, which were not disputed;—

1. That the vote was very close.
2. That the announcement made by the warden at the close

of the balloting was as follows:

Walden, .........552
Chadwell, ........541

with scattering votes; while the figures as finally arrived at
as the official return were the result of a recount; thus show-
ing a wide discrepancy in the result of the two counts, lead-
ing, apparently, to the conclusion that the count of the ward
officers was unreliable,

3. That within three days after the day of election, more
than ten citizens of the ward petitioned for a recount of the
votes by the mayor and aldermen, under the provisions of
the statutes; and a recount was denied them, under the
advice of the city solicitor of Lynn, upon grounds which the
Committee think were technical in the extreme.

In regard to the first ground relied upon, to wit, the close-
ness of the vote, the Committee are unanimously of the
opinion that such a fact of itself constitutes no ground for a
recount by the Legislature. It is believed that the pre-
sumption is in favor of the accuracy of the constituted officers,
whose duty it is to count the votes, and that unless facts or
circumstances are shown which tend to throw some reasonable
doubt upon the correctness of their work, the Committee are
not called upon to reopen the matter and recount the votes
simply because the contestant came very near being elected.
They are led to this conclusion, not only upon the principles
already stated, but also upon consideration of the probability
that if it were once admitted as a sound rule that anybody
who run very close to his successful competitor could come
to the Committee on Elections of the Legislature as a sort of
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appellate.returning board, future committees would be over-
burdened with petitions of that character. This view has
been uniformly sustained by previous Legislatures and has
been substantially adopted by this House in the case of Elijah
A. Morse, petitioner (House Doc. No. 9). Your Committee,
therefore, are of the opinion that the fact that the sitting
member appears to have received but one or two votes more
than the contestant, furnishes no ground whatever for a
recount by the Committee.

The same considerations appear to dispose of the third
ground upon which it is alleged a recount should be had here.
Granting for the moment that the mayor and aldermen were
unwise in refusing the petition of the citizens for a recount,
the Committee do not think that fact of itself furnishes any
ground for its action at this time. It would undoubtedly
have been much better, so far as the Committee are able to
judge, for the mayor and aldermen to have granted the peti-
tion and not to have inquired too closely into the form of the
petition, thus following the practice of nearly all, if not all
the cities in the Commonwealth in such matters ; but the Com-
mittee do not, for that reason, consider that it is a part of
their duty to supply the omissions of other bodies, or avenge
or redress the grievances which parties may have sustained
at their hands, considered simply as such. To ascertain who
has been legally and truly elected to the House of Represent-
atives in such cases as are referred to them is the sole duty
of this Committee, and unless there is evidence tending to
satisfy the Committee that there has been, on the one hand,
fraud or illegality in the manner of calling, holding or con-
ducting the election, or, on the other hand, that there may
have been an error in the count, the return of the duly consti-
tuted officers is not to be disturbed.

Having disposed of the first and third grounds alleged for
a recount, it remains to consider the second allegation, to
wit, that different statements were made at various times by
the ward officers as to the result of the vote, and that, there-
fore no substantial reliance is to be placed upon their count.
On this point the Committee had before them as witnesses the
warden, two of the three inspectors, and the clerk, one at
least of whom was of the same political predilections as the
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contestant. They all testified fully as to the counting and
recounting of the votes for representative, and, so far as their
testimony agreed, it was as follows : The votes were taken
at intervals during the day from the ballot-box and sorted and
counted by the clerk and one of the inspectors, so that at the
close of the balloting the tickets, except a few then remaining
in the boxes, had been all assorted into packages as Regular
Republican, Regular Democratic, and scattering, and counted,
and the vote was at first declared from this count, to wit:—

Walden, .........552
Chadwell, .........541

with a number of scattering votes.
Before completing the count of the ticket, however, it was

discovered that some votes had been classed as Regular
Republican that were what the witnesses called "spurious,”
or "counterfeit ”; that is, they were tickets precisely simi-
lar in form and appearance to the other tickets, except that
they had Chadwell’s name instead of Walden’s. A number
of these were found which had been classed as straight
Republican,—enough, if counted correctly, to have elected
Chadwell instead of Walden. Some other errors were dis-
covered in Mr. Walden’s favor, though on this point, as to
the number of errors discovered, the witnesses remembered
differently, or did not remember at all. In consequence of
these errors, the ward officers determined to recount the
whole vote for representative. Accordingly, after complet-
ing the count for the remainder of the ticket, the ward officers
took the ballots for the purpose of recounting carefully and
deliberately the votes for representative. The ballots were
first assorted in a number of different sized packages, each
package, however, containing but one kind of votes. There-
upon, all being seated around a table, one of the inspectors,
Mr. Skinner, first took the packages, counted the votes in each
package, examining each vote in reference to the name of the
candidate for representative upon it; and having marked the
number of votes in each package on the back of the pack-
age, passed it to another of the inspectors for his examina-
tion. This second inspector thereupon counted the packages
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separately, as he received them from the former, and, finding
the classification and the number correct, passed the packages,
as ho counted them, to the third inspector. The third in-
spector (the only officer not present before this Committee)
counted the packages in the same manner as the others, and
passed them to the warden, who, with the clerk looking on,
counted the packages over, as the others had done ; and find-
ing their count correct, the clerk set down the numbers, and y

by adding, arrived at the figures already given as the official
return of the vote. The original paper on which the figures
were set down was produced before the Committee, showing
the computation to be correct.

On all these facts the witnesses (comprising all the ward
officers, excepting one inspector) substantially agreed; and
all of them furthermore stated that they had no doubt the
count was correct; and each one stated that he individually
satisfied himself of the correctness of the count; being led to
do so on account of the discrepancies appearing after the first
announcement. As to the number of the "spurious” ballots
found, they did not remember alike; and no one of the wit-
nesses was able to state the errors found, so as to account for
the change from the first announcement to the second;
although some of the withesses remembered errors in the
first summing up that escaped either the attention or the
memory of the others. But they all agreed that the errors
were such that they unanimously decided to recount, which
they did in the very careful manner already described, and.
with especial and sole reference to the vote for representative.
The inspector who counted and marked the packages, on cross-
examination, could not swear positively as to the particular
manner in which he marked the packages after counting
them, and whether he did not in some instances use the marks
already on the packages when they were right; but he was
certain that ho indicated in some plain way the number ot
the votes for the guidance of those who counted after him.

On these facts, the majority of the Committee do not see
that there is probable ground for believing that the count as
finally made was not correct. On the contrary, it appears to
them that no fairer, better, more careful, nor more impartial
count could be had. It was not the case of the simple dis-
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charge by the officers of the precinct of an official duty,
where ordinary care only was exercised. It was substantially
four separate and independent counts by each one of the ward
officers, made under circumstances that were a guarantee of
the care and accuracy of each. It appears that after the discov-
ery of the "spurious ” ballots, the report had somehow gained
currency that Chadwell was elected, while their first announce-
ment had elected Walden. In view, therefore, of the
uncertainty in the popular mind, to correct their own errors,
and to get the vote, if possible, right, they set to work
deliberately, after finishing their other work, to recount the
vote. They represented the different political parties, and
were apparently animated solely by a desire to ascertain the
truth. Each one counted all the ballots for himself, and
they all agreed as to the result. Care could not go further;
and it is uot presumable that this Committee would be any
more likely to arrive at the truth than were those five officers
against whom was imputed at the hearing uot the slightest
suspicion of fraud, unfairness, or prejudice. It would be
simply putting the count of seven members of this Legislature
over the count of the five officers of the ward, which, under
the circumstances, there does uot seem to be any sound reason
for doing.

It is the duty of the Committee to see that justice is done
all parties ; but this includes the sitting member as well as the
contestant; and it does not seem to the Committee just to a
sitting member, to subject the question of his right to a seat,
when that question is merely one of computation, to a Com-
mittee of this House, when that Committee cannot show them-
selves to be likely to be more fair, more careful, or more im-
partial in coming to their conclusions, than was the board
charged by law with determining the result.

The majority of the Committee, therefore, believing that
justice will not be promoted by a recount, recommemd that
the petitioners have leave to withdraw.

H. M. KNOWLTON.
ISAAC WINSLOW.
D. PIERCE.
JOHN C. PERRY.
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House of Refeesextatives, January 24, 1877.

We, the undersigned, the minority of the Committee on
Elections, have to dissent from the report of the majority, for
the following reasons :

First. We believe the evidence submitted by the contest-
ant to be sufficient to create such a reasonable doubt of the
correctness of the count of the ward officers as to take the
case out of the operation of the rule adopted by the Com-
mittee in the case of Elijah A. Morse.

Second. The contestant having been denied a legal right,
justice seems to demand that ho should now have the right
which he was once denied, for what seems to us an insufficient
reason.

The evidence in the case tended to show that the election
in the Sixth Ward of Lynn, forming the Eleventh Essex Dis-
trict, was very closely contested, the Democratic ticket having
a small majority. There were many scratched tickets and
pasters used, and the majorities for the different Democratic
nominees differed considerably. The evidence before the
Committee further tended to show that, during the day, the
clerk of the ward, with the occasional assistance of one of the
inspectors, sorted the straight tickets of the two parties,
counted them and credited to each nominee the total number
of straight tickets cast by his party; that, after the polls
were closed, the split tickets and the ballots remaining in the
boxes were counted, and each candidate credited with the
number of ballots bearing his name. The vote for represent-
ative was then announced as being for Edwin Walden ( the
sitting member), 552; for 11. O. Chadwell (the contestant),

MINORITY REPORT
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541. It was then suggested that there might be among the
bundles of straight Republican tickets some ballots having
the names of the Democratic candidates for representative to
Congress, senator and representative for the General Court
printed on them. Search was then made for such ballots,
and seven were found, which, being taken from the vote of
Mr. Walden, left his vote 545, and, added to Mr. Chadwell’s,
left his vote 548, giving the contestant an apparent plurality
of three votes, which result was for some hours supposed to
be correct. The ward officers then proceeded to count the
votes for other candidates, and a vote bearing the name of
Mr. Walden was found among the straight Democratic tickets,
which reduced Mr. Chadwell’s plurality to one. The ward
officers then took supper, and, some time after nine, recounted
the vote for representative. The ballots were in seventeen
different packages, and, having been looked over by one of
the inspectors, so as to satisfy him that each package con-
tained tickets but for one candidate,—that is, that no Walden
package contained Chadwell tickets, or vice versa,—ho then
counted each package, marked each package with the number
of votes it contained, and passed such package to the next
inspector. He counted, found the first man’s count correct,
and passed it to a third, who also counted and passed the pack-
age to the warden and clerk, who also counted and credited
each candidate with the number of votes which it was said to
contain. The clerk then added up his figures, and announced
the result to bo 547 for Walden, 546 for Chadwell.

From this testimony it seemed to the minority of the Com-
mittee that there were at least three separate accounts, none
of them agreeing; the first giving the sitting member eleven
plurality, the second, giving the contestant at first three
plurality and afterwards one, and the third, giving the sitting
member one plurality; and the minority think that the votes
should again be counted to see which, if any, of these three
counts was correct. The majority are of opinion that the last
count must be correct, from the fact that the inspectors agreed
as to the number of votes in each package; but as only one
inspector assorted the vote, and the clerk was the only one
who put down the number of votes in a package and added up
the figures, there seems to the minority such a poor system
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pursued in the recount, as to deprive it of auy particular
reliability; no witness being willing or able to explain where
the change was made between the second count and the third,
and no inspector able to say that he counted 547 votes for
Mr. Walden and 546 for Mr. Chadwell, but only stating
that his count of each package agreed with the number told
him by his predecessor.

The petitioners also offered evidence that within three daj's
of the election, more than ten citizens of the ward petitioned
the aldermen for a recount of the votes; that such petition
was referred to the city solicitor, and that said officer gave an
opinion that said petition was not drawn in proper form and
should not be considered, and that therefore the aldermen
took no action on said petition, and the vote was not
counted. These facts satisfied the minority of the truth of
the propositions advanced at the commencement of this
Eeport, and they therefore ask that the petition be referred
to the Committee with instructions to recount the votes.

THOMAS McC. BABSON.
WM. W. WILDE.
C. H. INGALLS.
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